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T

he Winter War began with the Soviet
invasion of Finland on 30 November 1939.
The Soviets greatly outnumbered the
Finns; however, Stalin had purged the Red Army
of more than 30,000 of its officers executed or
imprisoned. In addition, the Soviets were in the
midst of reorganizing their army, and that
reorganization was not complete at the time of
the invasion, so units were a mix of old and new
organizations.
Because of these factors and
great determination in the Finnish forces,
Finland initially repelled Soviet attacks and held
the Mannerheim Line.
After beginning to
reorganize and adapt different tactics, the
Soviets launched another offensive that
overcame Finnish defenses and breached the
Mannerheim Line. When it became obvious that
promised foreign assistance was not going to
arrive, Finland sued for peace and agreed to
major territorial concessions in March 1940.
Combat
PatrolTM
provides
a
comprehensive set of rules for skirmishes set in
World War II. This supplement includes optional
rules that provide additional period flavor. It
also includes information on company and
platoon organizations.

HQ

MOVEMENT
Skiing
The deep snow and rugged terrain
generally made cross-country mobility difficult
without special equipment.
Infantry NOT
equipped with skis moves at half speed across
areas designated as “deep snow” when moving
off of roads, trails, frozen lakes, or other firm
ground. Units equipped with skis are not subject
to this penalty.

Vehicles Going Off Road
Tracked vehicles moving off road suffer
no movement penalty; however, they must
check for bogging down as if the snow was
“Green.” Wheeled vehicles moving off road have
their movement speed halved and must also

Company HQ
• Company Commander (pistol)
• Deputy Company
Commander (pistol)
• Political Officer (pistol)
Command Group
• Sergeant Major (rifle)
• Clerk and Medic (rifles)
• Sniper (sniper rifle)

HQ

Mortar Section
• Squad Leader (rifle)
• 2 mortarmen (rifle)
• 1 50mm mortar

Anti-tank Rifle Group
• Leader (rifle)
• 2 Gunners (AT Rifles)
• 1 Gunner (rifle)

HQ

Platoon HQ
• Platoon Leader (rifle)
• Assistant Platoon Leader
(rifle)

Platoon HQ
• Platoon Leader (rifle)
Machinegun Squad
• Squad Leader (rifle)
• 1 Machinegunner (medium or
heavy machinegun)
• 3 Assistants / Crewmen
(rifles)

Figure 1: Sample organization for a Soviet rifle company
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Infantry Squad
November 1939-January 1940
• Squad Leader (rifle)
• Assistant Squad Leader (rifle)
• 1 Machinegunners (light
machineguns)
• 11 Riflemen (rifles)
January 1940–March 1940
• Squad Leader (rifle)
• Assistant Squad Leader (rifle)
• 2 Machinegunners (light
machineguns)
• 5 Riflemen (rifles)

HQ

Company HQ
• Company Commander with
pistol (riding a horse)
• Officer Messenger with rifle
Observer Patrol
• 1 NCO (rifle)
• 3 soldiers
(rifles)

HQ

2 Rifle Groups
• 1 Group Leader (rifle)
• 1 Assistant Group Leader (rifle)
• 1 SMG man (SMG)
• 1 Rifle Grenade Man (rifle and
rifle grenade attachment)
• 6 Riflemen (rifles)

Chemical Defense Patrol
• 1 NCO (rifle)
• 3 soldiers (rifles)
Messenger Patrol
• 1 NCO (rifle)
• 4 soldiers (rifles)
• 2 bicycles

Mosin Nagant rifle

Suomi KP/-31

Platoon HQ
• Platoon Leader (pistol)
• Assistant Platoon Leader
(rifle)
• 2 Messengers (rifles)

Lahti-Saloranta
M/26 light machine gun

2 Automatic Rifle Groups
• Group Leader with rifle
• Machine gunner (pistol and
light machine gun)
• Assistant (pistol)
• 4 Ammunition carriers
(rifles – one might have a
sniper rifle)

Figure 2: Sample organization of a Finnish company

check for bogging down as if the snow was
“Regular.” The game master may determine
that certain areas off road are particularly deep
snow and may provide additional penalties or a
greater likelihood of bogging.
Treat frozen
rivers and lakes as roads for movement.
When the terrain begins to thaw, any
movement off road will result in vehicle
movement being halved. In addition, tracked
vehicles will check for bogging as if the terrain
was “Regular,” and wheeled vehicles will check
for bogging as if the terrain was “Elite.”
There are many accounts of drifting
snow covering major obstacles like walls and
barbed wire obstacles. The game master should
allow Finnish defenders to place a specified
number of inches of barbed wire within heavy
snow areas on the table. The number of inches
of wire obstacles allocated to the Finnish
player(s) is dependent on the scenario and is
decided by the game master prior to the game.
When vehicles cross one of these wire
obstacles in a snowdrift, they make a bog check
as if the obstacle was “Elite.” If infantry runs
into these hidden wire obstacles, each figure
that encounters the wire obstacle is immediately
stunned and must remove the stun in a
subsequent activation before continuing across
the obstacle at the rough movement speed.
Pioneers or infantry with wire cutters can use
two activations to create a lane through the
obstacle. Infantry moving through this lane still
moves at half speed, but does not become
stunned.

The Mannerheim Defenses
Some authors have noted that the dragon's teeth
on the Mannerheim line were only moderately
effective. Apparently they were too short, and
the Soviet tanks could climb over them rather
easily. Dragon’s teeth are impassible to wheeled
vehicles; however, they only cut the movement
speed of tracked vehicles in half.
Tracked
vehicles passing over dragon’s teeth must make
a bog check as if the dragon’s teeth are
“Regular.”

RULES FOR GUTS
Soviet Morale
By all accounts, the morale of Soviet
troops during the first months of the war was
poor. The Soviets were not expecting to face
firm resistance from the Finns, and many of the
experienced officers had been purged.
For
scenarios taking place between November 1939
and January 1940, each team in the scenario,
including any headquarters, draws a card from
the Action Deck before the game begins and
consults the ten-sided die icon. On a “roll” of 1-6,
the Soviet unit has a Guts rating of Green. On a
“roll” of 7-10, the Soviet unit is Regular. For
scenarios between January and March 1940,
each team in the scenario, including any
headquarters, draws a card from the Action
Deck before the game begins and again consults
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the ten-sided die icon. On a “roll” of 1-3, the
Soviet unit has a Guts rating of Green. On a
“roll” of 4-9, the Soviet unit is Regular, and on a
“roll” of 10, the Soviet unit is Elite.

Soviet infantry had a reputation for
being tenacious defenders when occupying
entrenchments or foxholes. (Perhaps once they
found a “warm” foxhole they no longer relished
venturing into the cold.) When Soviet infantry
is in prepared positions, their Guts level goes up
one, from Green to Regular or from Regular to
Elite. This will make scenarios involving Finns
trying to destroy a Soviet “motti” a difficult
proposition for the Finns.
Often Soviets hesitated to venture into
the woods, where they feared the Finns’
submachine guns. For scenarios taking place
between November 1939 and January 1940,
when Soviet units, vehicles or infantry, are in
woods their Guts level goes down one, from Elite
to Regular or from Regular to Green.

Soviet Starvation
The Finns were generally well supplied,
often having heated bunkers in which to rest
between battles. The Soviets on the other hand
were chronically short of ammunition, fuel, and
food. Often Soviet infantry would discontinue an
attack in order to loot captured Finnish supplies
in search of food. If a scenario includes a
Finnish supply point, vehicle, field kitchen,
other source of food, the Game Master should
make each Soviet soldier who comes within 12
inches of the supplies make a Guts check. If the
Guts check is any one of the “unaffected” results,
the Soviet infantryman may continue to perform
actions as the player desires. On any other

Figure 3: A depiction of a Soviet rifle platoon showing how it is divided into
"teams" or "half squads" for Combat PatrolTM
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Figure 4: A depiction of a Finnish rifle platoon showing how it is divided into
"teams" or "half squads" for Combat PatrolTM

result, the Soviet infantry moves as quickly as
possible to the source of food, which may take
more than one activation. When the figure
reaches the food, it then becomes stunned to
simulate the soldier searching for something
edible. The figure may remove the stun in a
subsequent activation.

chronically short of support weapons, artillery,
anti-tank guns, anti-tank rifles, and heavy
equipment. The Finns had essentially no tanks.
Game masters should be very stingy with antitank guns, mortars, and other support weapons
when they design their scenarios.
The Finns may have a small number of
off-board artillery fire missions; however, the
Finnish commander must pre-plan the location
of the artillery and the turn it will arrive before
the game begins.

Finnish Morale and Strength
Finnish units varied significantly in both
size and levels of training and morale. In any
scenario, the GM should randomize the Guts
level for each “team” or “half squad.” For each
team
in
the
scenario,
including
any
headquarters, draw a card from the Action Deck
and consult the ten-sided die icon. On a “roll” of
1-3, the Finnish unit is Green. On a “roll” of 4-7,
the Finnish unit is Regular. Finally, on a “roll” of
8-10, the Finnish unit is Elite.
Similarly, the GM should randomize the
size of each Finnish team in the scenario. Again,
for each team in the scenario that is not a
headquarters of some sort, draw a card from the
Action Deck and consult the ten-sided die icon.
On a “roll” of 1-2 the team is at full strength. On
a “roll” of 3-6, remove one figure of the owning
player’s choice from the team. On a “roll” of 7-9,
remove two figures, and on a roll of 10, remove
three figures. If this reduces a team to just one
or two figures, the remaining figures must be
combined with another team.
While the Finns took full advantage of
captured
Soviet
equipment,
they
were

Finnish “Tank Terror”
There are a number of accounts of Finns
experiencing “tank terror” as they did not have
a great deal of anti-tank training before the war.
When Finnish infantry team comes within 12
inches of a Soviet tank their Guts rating goes
down one level, from Elite to Regular or from
Regular to Green.

Finnish Tank Hunters
In addition to a few organic anti-tank
weapons and captured Soviet ones, the Finns
employed a mix of improvised anti-tank
weapons against Soviet tanks. Tank hunters
had an appalling casualty rate (some claims are
as high as 70%), but it was a successful enough
tactic they kept doing it. As the Hungarians
would re-learn against the Soviets, once a tank is
immobilized a variety of improvised weapons,
like Molotov Cocktails can be employed to knock
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CAMOUFLAGE AND SPOTTING

it out.
Close assaults by tank hunter teams are
conducted just as described in Section 4.8 of
Combat PatrolTM. Molotov cocktails are not
addressed specifically in Section 4.8.
The
penetration number of Molotov cocktails only
applies to vehicles, whereas the penetration
number for satchel charges may also be applied
to bunkers, buildings, and other types of
improved positions. If a player hits a vehicle
with more than one Molotov cocktail in the same
activation, the player makes a single
penetration attempt adding +2 to the
penetration number of each Molotov cocktail
after the first one. A team runs out of Molotov
cocktails as described for hand grenades in
Section 3.7 of the rules.
Tank hunters often shoved logs or metal
bars into the drive sprockets of Soviet tanks.
This attack is conducted as described in Section
4.8; however, when drawing a card to determine
the hit location, if (and only if) the result is the
tracks of a tank, the tank is immobilized for the
remainder of the game. Note that logs only have
a one-inch attack range. The attackers must get
VERY close in order to shove a log in a tank’s
drive sprocket.
Treat logs as a single-shot
weapon as descrbed in Section 3.7 of the rules.

The Finns made good use of winter
camouflage from the beginning of the war. The
Soviets, however, did not issue winter
camouflage to their troops until February 1940.
If using optional rule 3.17, Spotting, when
rolling to spot Soviet infantry not equipped with
winter camouflage, the Finns get an extra
spotting die.

BLOWING UP FROZEN LAKES
A tactic frequently used by the Finns was
to plant dynamite under the ice of frozen lakes.
Then when Soviet infantry or vehicles moved
over the lake, the Finns would detonate the
dynamite, and the Soviets would drown.
Before the game begins, the game master
may allocate a specified number of explosives,
typically one, to the Finnish side. The Finnish
player must decide where to place the explosive.
At least one headquarters must be able to
observe the location of the explosives, and one
figure is designated as the soldier with the
detonator. During the headquarters’ activation
— or if the figure with the detonator successfully
rolls Reaction — the Finnish player may attempt
to detonate the explosives. Draw a card from
the Action Deck. If the Hit Indicator has an “Out
of Ammunition” result, the explosives fail to
detonate.
The Finns may not attempt to
detonate the explosives again during the game.
If the Hit Indicator has any result other than
“Out of Ammunition,” the explosives detonate.
Any Soviet infantry or vehicles on the frozen
lake and within 12 inches of the explosive are
removed from the game.

Finnish Improvised Anti-Tank Weapons
HE
Short
Medium
Long
Weapon

Range Pen Range Pen Range Pen Size
Satchel
1
6
2
6
4
6
Small
Charge
Molotov
1
2
4
N/A
3†
3†
3†
Cocktail
Log
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
‡
‡
‡
3† This penetration number is only applied to the a vehicle, not a
building, fortification, bunker, etc.
‡ If the attack is successful AND the hit location is the tracks of an
armored vehicle, the vehicle is immobilized.
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AEROSANI
Both sides in the winter war employed
air sleds for reconnaissance, raiding, supply,
and ambulance purposes. In general these were
made of plywood with at most 10mm of armor
on the front only. Aerosani may only move
forward, not backward. The data for using these
in Combat PatrolTM: World War II are provided
below.
Some references suggest that some
aerosani could also pull up to four skiers and
hold an additional four inside them.

VEHICLE NAME:
VEHICLE TYPE:
Weapon
S

N/A!

N/A!

N/A!

N/A!

5!

N/A!

FRONT BACK
N/A!

4!

M

150!

3!

L

300!

3!

Penetra4ng Hit

75!

N/A!

N/A!

N/A!

Draw a card to see if you hit
If hit, draw hit loca4on card
Draw or roll to see if the hit penetrates
Draw to see if the vehicle “Brews Up?”
Vehicle is Destroyed
If
Draw a card for each Crewman
Crewman hit, draw for
L
eﬀect
Yes
All survivors bail out, stunned
Look on hit loca4on card for
eﬀects; all crew are stunned.
Else
Draw a card for each crewman
No
S Crewman hit, draw a card
for eﬀect
Look on hit loca4on card for eﬀects
Draw a card to see if you wound a
single, random crewman
S
Crewman hit, draw for eﬀect
-2 to penetra4on roll if applicable.
• First roll to penetrate cover.
• If successful, subtract cover’s
armor value from penetra4on roll
when rolling against vehicle.
If hull-down, blocks hits on wheels, tracks,
lower hull, and “yellow” hull.

N/A!
N/A!
N/A!

Cross Country Speed:
Road Speed: 3!
Turret Speed: N/A!
Max Climb: 1!

L

NonPenetra4ng

LMG!

Vehicle Hit Resolu5on

____________
_NKL-26_

3!
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